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Abstract 
Rapid advances in entertainment technology necessitate the development of computational models 
for interactive plots capable of creating engaging stories that are meaningfully interactive. This 
work describes a computational framework for supporting dynamic generation, management and 
resolution of interactive plots. In this framework, the user takes the place of the story protagonist. 
The rest of the cast consists of discrete computer characters, each playing specific roles in the story. 
The plot is dynamically shaped by the interaction between the user and the rest of the cast. This 
framework supports an Aristotelian plot conception, in which a conflict between antagonistic forces 
develops out of an initial situation. The plot moves from this initial situation towards its antagonistic 
climax, through a sequence of conflicts, and then towards an unambiguous solution at the end. This 
paper describes dynamic techniques that analyze the evolving plot to support user participation, adopt 
dramatically interesting story developments and resolve the plot in engaging ways based on the 
motives of the characters involved. This framework has been implemented as part of DEFACTO, 
a research project for designing interactive story systems. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords: Art and entertainment 
1. Introduction 
Rapid advances in multimedia technology encourage the development of innovative 
art forms, such as interactive story systems (LSS) or games, that combine sophisticated 
capabilities for handling multimedia objects with story-weaving methods. However, in 
order for these artifacts to become successful, they have to generate engaging stories that 
are meaningfully interactive. Consequently, research in this area should concentrate on 
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the development of computational plot generation, management and resolution models 
that allow effective user participation and enhance the enjoyment of the material based 
on principles derived from the theory of drama. 
Current interactive plot applications such as interactive story systems or games can be 
classified into two categories: (i) story graphs (e.g., hypertext story applications [ 191) 
and (ii) simulated worlds (e.g., Doom). In a story graph the user follows links between 
predefined episodes. In a simulated world the user interacts with computer-simulated 
characters in a virtual environment. Unfortunately, story graphs are only minimally 
interactive, while, in the majority of cases, the interaction with a simulated world is not 
coherent enough and it does not have a temporal structure that could classify it as a story. 
This paper provides a computational framework for the creation of interactive plots that 
strikes a balance between opposing features. such as interactivity and plot control. More 
specifically, this environment allows the user to have a lot of control over what happens by 
taking the place of the main character of the story and deciding on its current behavior. 
On the other hand, it controls the behavior of the cast using constraints derived from 
their role specifications, their personal goals and their social interactions. In addition, this 
framework applies a set of criteria for determining the dramatic significance of character 
actions. This method uses an Aristotelian conception [l] for dynamically structuring the 
plot and bases the resolution of the story on the importance and consistency of the motives 
of the participating characters. 
The main module in this framework is the Plot Munager. Plot Manager assumes that 
the user plays the role of the protagonist in the story, while every other cast member 
has specific roles associated with it. Plot Manager accepts as input a set of initial plot 
conditions. These conditions consist of a set of predicates describing the cast members with 
which the user is going to interact, their roles, motivations and interrelations. The output 
of the system consists of a sequence of character actions along with their motivations, their 
causal relations and outcomes. 
Plot Manager shapes user interaction in the evolving plot, by controlling what cast 
members do and specifying what the protagonist can do. It has a modular architecture 
consisting of a Generation, an Evuluation and a Resolution unit. At each point in the story, 
Generation computes a set of possible interactions between cast members. Evaluation 
accepts this set and rates its members according to their dramatic significance. Finally, 
Resolution computes the outcome of each plot event and establishes a set of constraints for 
the presentation of these outcomes. 
Plot Manager runs as a Java applet and can be demonstrated over the Web. ’ It features 
a JTMS 2 -based rule engine that accepts as input a set of predicates describing the initial 
conditions of the plot and a set of rules in which the model for plot generation has been 
coded. In addition, a desktop VR interpretation of a typical plot generated by the system 
has been implemented and tested on the Web ’ to establish a set of design guidelines for 
the presentation of ISS plots created by the system. 
’ http://www.dsclab.ece.ntua.gr/-ss@ouros/PlotGen/PlotGenerator.htm, usermanual.htm. 
’ Justification Truth Maintenance System. 
’ http://www.dsclab. ece.ntua.gr/-defacto/demo/DefactoI)emo.htm. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the architecture 
of the Plot Manager. Sections 3,4 and 5 describe the Generation, Evaluation and Resolution 
units, respectively. Section 6 presents an example of a typical interactive plot created 
using this framework and discusses the implementation and testing of its interpretation 
on the Web. Section 7 presents related work, while Section 8 provides conclusions and 
an indication of future work. Finally, Appendix A gives two more examples of ISS plots 
generated by the system. 
2. Plot Manager 
Plot Manager dynamically computes story developments by determining possible 
behaviors for each story character and combining the resulting behaviors into dramatically 
interesting sequences. The system has a modular structure (see Fig. 1) consisting of a 
Generation and an Evaluation unit that run in a loop along with a Resolution unit that is 
3 Possible Character Interventions 
Fig. 1. Plot Manager architecture. 
executed after the termination of all the other units. The input to the system is a set of initial 
plot conditions describing the story characters, their roles and goals in the story along with 
their interpersonal relations. The system processes this input using the following sequence 
of steps: 
( 1) Generation. Generate a set of possible interactions between the story characters 
based on the current plot, on a set of social action rules and on the goals, relations 
and role descriptions of the story characters. 
(2) Evaluation. Evaluate the interactions computed during the previous step for 
inclusion in the plot according to their dramatic significance. Choose the interaction 
that has been rated as dramatically more interesting as the next development in the 
plot and go back to the generation step. Go to the resolution step if no dramatically 
interesting situations have been found. 
(3) Resolution. Compute the outcome of the character interactions that were included 
in the plot during the previous steps based on an importance hierarchy for character 
motives and on criteria such as consistency between beliefs and actions for the user 
character throughout the story. 
The output of the system consists of a temporal sequence of character actions along with 
their motivations. their causal relations and outcomes. 
3. Generation 
Generation determines possible character behavior at each point in the story. Character 
behavior is motivated by a combination of the following factors: 
( 1) A set of norms relevant to the roles that each cast member plays in the story. 
Norms refer to uniform attitudes or behaviors that define group membership and 
differentiate between groups. 
(2) A set of rules for social action. 
(3) A set of personal goals and relations. 
The following sections describe the primitives for representing character behavior and 
its motives and elaborate on how cast interaction is shaped. 
3.1. Representation of charucter hehuvior 
Table I describes the primitives used in Generation. In particular, each character can 
have personal goals in the story (row I). Personal goals, along with norms and social action 
rules give rise to character intervention in the story (rows 2-5). In particular, there are two 
types of character intervention: 
- Goal intervention, related to the character goals in the plot. 
- Normative intervention, related to the norms that characters follow or violate in the 
story. 
Goal intervention occurs, when a character (e.g., X) tries to influence, favorably or 
unfavorably, the service of some goal by helping or obstructing some other cast member 
(e.g., Y). In normative intervention, X seeks to influence the compliance of Y with a norm. 
Both types of intervention give rise to the execution of one of possible action attempts for 
Table 1 
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Cast behavior primitives involving characters x and y. Terms beginning with a small letter signify 
variables, while terms beginning with a capital letter denote constants 
# Predicate Interpretation 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Goals, interventions and actions 
Goal(x, k) 
Intervene(f, x, .v> +, g) 
Intervene(-,x,y,--,g) 
Intervene(+,x, y, -, g) 
Intervene(-, x.y, +, g) 
TM+, x, a, g) 
Trv(-,x,a,g) 
Resources 
Has(x. r) 
Outcomes 
Succeeds(a) 
Fails(a) 
Interpersonal relations 
W+, x, v) 
12 ReK-,x, Y) 
x seeks to achieve k 
y seeks to satisfy goal/norm g by helping x 
y seeks to impede goal/norm g by obstructing x 
y seeks to impede goal/norm g by helping x 
y seeks to satisfy goal/norm g by obstructing x 
x attempts to execute action a for achieving goal/norm g 
x attempts to execute action a for impeding goal/norm g 
x has resource r 
action attempt/intervention/goal  succeeds 
action attempt/intervention/goal  fails 
character x has positive relations with y 
character x has negative relations with y 
achieving it (rows 6 and 7). These can be either action attempts for satisfying a goal or norm 
(row 6) or counter-action attempts for impeding it (row 7). A cast member can have a set 
of resources at its disposal during each episode (row 8). Action attempts, intervention and 
goals can either succeed or fail in the story (rows 9 and 10). Finally, character relations 
are classified as either positive (e.g., friendship) or negative (e.g., enmity) (rows 11 
and 12). Primitives are combined into rules that compute possible interactions between 
cast members and their results. 
3.2. Character goals, interventions and action attempts 
Character interventions and action attempts are the result of motivating circumstances. In 
particular, character goals generate action attempts for achieving them. Similarly, favorable 
or unfavorable intervention generates appropriate action attempts that materialize this 
interaction. If we assume that the “-+” symbol separates the left from the right hand side 
of a rule, the “A” and “v” symbols denote the conjunction and disjunction, respectively, 
of rule conditions or actions, while the comment symbols (/ * . . . * /) enclose an English 
interpretation of the rule, then these interactions can be symbolically described as: 
Go&(x, g) + Tr~(+.x. u. Goal(.r. g)) (1) 
/ *IF x seeks to uchieve g THEN x executes an u&on attempt a for achieving g. */ 
lnfervene(+,.r. x. f. g) - 
Trs(+. y, u. g) A Motivate.s(fntervene(+, .x. y. f. g), Tq(+, y. N, g)) 
Intervene(-. .\-. y, +. g) ---f 
(2a) 
Try(+. y. II. g) A Motivate.s(lrztervene(-. I J, +. g). Try(+. y, u. g)) (lb) 
/*IF y intervenesjirr or ugainst x to achieve g THEN y executes un action uttempt 
u for achieving g AND u is motivated by this intervention. */ 
/ntervene(+. x. y, -. gj -+ 
Tzy(-, y. LI, g) A Motivute.s(lntervene(+. .\-. s‘. -, g), Try( -. y. u. g)) 
Intervene( -, .I-. y. -. g) --f 
(3a) 
Try(-. y, u, g) A Motivute.s(htervene(-. .v. y. -, g), Try-. J’, u, g)) (3b) 
/ *IF y intervenrs,fi,r or uguinst x to block g THEN y executes an uction attempt 
a ,fi,r impeding g AND a is motivated by this intervention. “/ 
Characters can have personal goals that involve the acquisition of resources. In this case, 
resource acquisition is possible, when its associated goal succeeds. As a result, the resource 
involved becomes the property of the character that wants it. Symbolically, this is described 
as: 
Succeeds(Goul(x, Acquire(x. r, y))) + Ha.s(x. r) (4) 
/ *IF x succeeds in its goal of’ ucyuiring resource r ,from y THEN x owns I-. */ 
3.3. Motivution,jor goul intervention 
Goal intervention is motivated by character goals and relations. These are described 
in the initial plot conditions. More specifically, character relations are classified as either 
positive or negative (Table I, rows 1 1 and 12). Positive relations motivate favorable 
goal intervention between characters, while negative relations have the opposite effect. 
Symbolically we have: 
Rel(+. x. J) A Goal(.r. g) -+ Intervene+. t J. f. g) (5) 
/ *IF x and y are reluted positively urzd x seeks to uchieve g THEN y intervenes 
$zvorably for x to satisfy p. */ 
Rel(-,x.~)~Goul(x,g) + /ntervene(-,.r.~.-.g) (6) 
/ *IF x and y ure related tzegutively und x .seeks to achieve g THEN y intervenes 
unfuvorubly uguinst x to block g. */ 
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3.4. Motivation for normative intervention 
The initial plot conditions assign roles to each cast member in the story. These roles 
motivate the normative behavior of each character. For example, one possible role in the 
current implementation of the system is the king. The king is concerned with political 
aspects of the behavior of story characters. The king issues orders that favor his allies and 
are directed against his enemies. He expects the rest of the cast to comply with these orders. 
Another possible role is the priest, whose aim is to make the cast comply with religious 
norms. Finally, another possible role is the judge, who seeks to enforce legitimate power 
over the story characters. The judge checks for transgressions of character behavior from 
the law and tries to penalize the culprits. 
Generation associates character behavior with norms, by describing the set of goals or 
action attempts that explicitly serve or violate each norm. For example, a character goal 
for worshipping the gods and an attempt o perform a sacrifice in support of this goal, both 
serve a norm protecting divine worship. Any action attempt obstructing such a sacrifice 
violates this norm. 
Norm violation is possible, when a character executes an action attempt that is 
inconsistent with a given norm. Generation applies a set of rules to determine when 
normative intervention is applicable. More specifically, Generation specifies the norms that 
are relevant for each role, i.e., the norms with which characters playing this role should 
comply. If norm nis reEevant o x and y executes an action attempt a that violates n, 
then xengages in unfavorable intervention against y to protect this norm, provided that the 
outcome of 6 has not been determined yet. Symbolically: 
Relevant(x, n) A Try(s, y, a, g) A Violates(a, n) + Zntewene(--, y, x, +, n) (7) 
/ *IF norm n is relevant to x AND y executes an action attempt a with respect to 
some goal g AND a violates norm n THEN x intervenes unfavorably against y to 
protect this norm. */ 
In an analogous way, similar normative behavior among cast members leads to group 
solidarity between these characters. In this case, solidarity is expressed with mutual 
favorable intervention between these cast members, when they execute action attempts 
consistent with their normative behavior, provided that the outcome of these attempts 
has not been determined yet. Rules (8)-(11) describe how Generation implements this 
behavior. 
Relevant(x, n) A Relevant(y, n) -+ Support(x, y, n) (8) 
/ *IF x and y both follow the same norm n THEN they both support n. 7 
Tv(-, x, a, n) A Try(-, y, a’, n) + Opposeh, Y, n) (9) 
/ *IF x and y act against the same norm n THEN they both oppose n. */ 
Support(x, y, n) A Try(+, x, a, n) + Zntervene(+, x, y, +, n> (10) 
/ *IF x and y both support norm n and x executes an action attempt a protecting n 
THEN y helps x protect n. */ 
Oppose(x, y, n) A Try(-, x, a, n) + Zntervene(+, x, y, -, n) (11) 
/ *IF x und y both oppose norm n und x ex-ecutes un action uttempt a uguinst n 
THEN J helps x violate n. */ 
Generation monitors the correspondence of character goals and actions with the norms 
that these serve or oppose in the story. In particular, if both character goals and their 
associated actions happen to comply with or violate a norm, then Generation explicitly 
states that this character acts favorably or unfavorably, respectively, for the norm in 
question. Rules ( 12) and ( 13) describe this situation: 
Goal@, g) A Serves&. n) A Try+. x, u, g) A Serves(a. n) + Tty(+, x. a, n) (12) 
/ *IF x has u goal g thut serves norm II and x executes an action uttetnpt u for g 
that serve,s norm n us well THEN x acts for norm n us well. */ 
Goul(x, g) A Violutes(g, n) A Try(+. x. u, g) A Violutes(g, n) + 
Tq(-, x. a. n) (13) 
/ *IF x has u goul g that violates norm II und .r executes un action attempt a jar g 
that violates norm n us well THEN x with action a opposes norm n. */ 
Both rules are used to differentiate between characters that exhibit consistent normative 
behavior, from those that have goals and actions that are inconsistent with respect to this 
norm. This distinction is very important in drama, since major dramatic forms, such as 
tragedy or comedy, are usually based on this discrepancy between goals and actions (e.g., 
Oedipus and the incest taboo [ 171). 
3.5. Social uction 
Generation models social interaction as reciprocal influence between story characters 
that generates goal or normative intervention. There are two kinds of reciprocation between 
cast members: positive and negutive. Positive reciprocation is possible, when character 
x favorably intervenes with some of character y’s goals, in return for v’s favorable 
intervention for x in the past. Symbolically: 
Goul(y, g) A Intervene(+. x. y, s, g’) + Intervene(+. y, x. +. Goul(y. g)) (14) 
/ *IF y seeks to uchieve g and y has helped x with respect to Some goal g’ in the 
pust THEN x helps y achieve g. */ 
in an analogous way, negative reciprocation describes states of mutual aggression, in 
which x intervenes unfavorably against _Y. after ~1 has done the same thing for x. This is 
described as: 
Intervene(-. x, y. -. g) + Intervene(--. j’. x, +. g) OR 
Intervene(-. x, v. +, g) + /ntervene(-. y. x. -, g) (1.5) 
/ *IF y intervenes unjuvorubly uguinst x with respect to g THEN x intervenes 
unfuvorubly against ,v to uchieve the opposite outcome with respect to g ,from the 
one desired h,v y. */ 
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3.6. Action attempts 
Generation distinguishes between the attempt of a character to execute an action and 
its subsequent resolution (outcome). The attempt o execute an action is signified with the 
Try predicate (see Table 1, rows 6 and 7), while the outcome of an action is denoted with 
the Succeeds/Fails predicates (see Table 1, rows 9 and 10). The attempt to perform an 
action persists until its outcome is decided by the system. Action attempts are always the 
result of character interventions. The only exceptions to this rule are attempts of which the 
user is the agent. In this case, an attempt can directly serve the goal of the user without 
necessarily materializing any intervention towards some other character. Action attempts 
cause changes to personal goals and conformance to/violation of social norms. 
There are two possible outcomes for each attempt: success or failure. The outcome of 
an action attempt can be determined either directly by the system through the execution 
of one of the steps of the resolution algorithm (see Section 5), or it can be derived from 
the causal relations of this attempt with the rest of the action attempts in the story. These 
relations stem from the physics of the actions in progress, from their motives and from 
the interventions they materialize. For example, if some character (e.g., X) attempts to 
kill some other character (e.g., Y) then the physics of this attempt are such that if X 
succeeds all of the unresolved action attempts of Y in the story will automatically fail. Plot 
Manager assumes that the story developer (i.e., the supplier of the initial plot conditions) 
has provided the system with models that deal with action physics. On the other hand, 
the system automatically derives the outcome of actions with conflicting motives and 
interventions as the following section explains. 
3.6.1. Detection and outcome of conflicting actions 
Generation monitors the motives of all action attempts in the story and detects actions 
with conflicting consequences. In particular, two actions conjhct with each other, if they 
seek to achieve opposite results with respect to a motive m and materialize at least one 
unfavorable intervention between a pair of characters. Symbolically: 
Motivates(Zntervene(s,x, y, +, m), Try(+, y, a, m)) A Try(-, x, b, m) -+ 
Conjiict(a, b) (164 
/ *IF y intervenes with x with action a in order for motive m to succeed AND x 
performs action b to block m THEN actions a and b conjhct with each other. */ 
Motivates(lntervene(s, x, y, -, m), Try(-, y, a, m)) A Try(+, x, b, m) -+ 
ConjZict( a, b) (16b) 
/ ‘IF y intervenes with x with action a against motive m AND x perjorms action b 
to support m THEN actions a and b conjhct with each other. “/ 
The detection of conflicting actions is essential in providing consistent outcomes for all 
the action attempts in the story. In general, whenever an action attempt succeeds then its 
associated goal or norm succeeds or fails, respectively. Symbolically: 
Succeeds(Try(+, x, a, g)) + Succeeds(g) (174 
Succeeds(Try( -, x, a, g)) + Fails(g) (17b) 
38 
The outcome of an action attempt related to a goal or norm R has an impact on the 
outcome of all its conflicting attempts in the story. In particular, the success of an attempt 
for achieving R causes all its conflicting attempts to fail. Symbolically: 
Succeeds(Tv(+. x. u. g)) A Tv(-. y. h. g) A Con$!ict(a, b) + 
Fuils(Try(-, y, b, g)) (18) 
/ *IF the execution qf action u in support of goal g succeeds AND b conjicts with u 
THEN b,fuils. */ 
Succeeds(Tg(-. x. u, g)) A Tp(+. y, b. g) A Co@ict(u, b) + 
Fuils(Try(+, .Y. b. g)) (19) 
/ *IF the execution of action u ugainst goal g succeeds AND b conjlicts with a 
THEN b fuils. */ 
3.62. Action selection 
Action selection refers to the process by which Generation decides on the particular 
action that will be performed by each character in the story. Action selection depends on 
the role that each cast member plays. For example, a character playing the king role in the 
story can issue decrees forbidding the execution of actions for goals he wants to impede. 
Similarly, a character playing the priest role can request the help of the gods to help other 
cast members with their goal achievement. Furthermore, action selection depends on the 
goals the character wants to achieve or block. For example, an action for satisfying the goal 
of acquiring resources may involve theft or exchange of these resources, while an action 
for blocking resource acquisition may involve hiding or destroying these resources. Finally, 
action selection depends on the effects of the previous actions in the story. For example, 
a character cannot marry with the same cast member twice in the same episode. All these 
selection criteria suggest a number for possible action attempts for each cast member. Plot 
Generation chooses one of these candidate actions using the following criterion: 
Action Relevuncy Choose an action that uses as much of the story background as 
possible. 
This criterion assumes that actions that make maximal use of the story background 
will appear more relevant to the user and the characters executing them will appear more 
intelligent and believable. Plot 2-A (see Appendix A.2) provides an example of the use of 
this criterion. In this story, character A wants to retaliate against the user for threatening to 
kill him. A candidate action for materializing this intervention would be for A to confront 
the user directly. However, this action makes minimal use of the story background since it 
only requires the user to be a character who has intervened against A. On the other hand, A 
could try to kidnap someone that is close to the user and Plot 2-A contains such a character 
(character D). A kidnap action makes more extensive use of the story background since 
it presumes the existence of two other characters in the story with a positive relationship 
between them, one of whom has intervened against the kidnapper. Therefore, Generation 
decides that A will try to kidnap D rather than confront the user. 
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4. Evaluation 
Evaluation constantly monitors the cast interactions computed by Generation to detect 
dramatically interesting event sequences. Evaluation interrupts Generation, whenever it 
detects situations with dramatic potential. In addition, it interrupts Generation whenever it 
computes possible user actions in the story. 
Evaluation uses a set of possible dramatic situations for deciding on the plot develop- 
ments that will be incorporated in the story. Furthermore, it determines and presents a set of 
possible user responses to cast intervention directed at the protagonist. Finally, it computes 
the outcome of action attempts in the story. 
4.1. Dramatic situations 
Evaluation detects associations between story events with dramatic potential. Table 2 
summarizes these associations and their corresponding dramatic situations. In this table, 
we assume that x, y and z are cast members, g and g’ are possible goals or norms 
in the story, s and k can be either + or -, while “>>” denotes temporal sequence. 
Table 2 does not contain all possible associations between story events. Some combinations 
do not have interesting dramatic potential. For example, Zntervene(+, x, z,k, g’) > 
Zntewene(+, x, y, S, g) denotes that a favorable intervention was followed by another 
favorable intervention for x . Usually, this development has low dramatic value, because it 
does not change significantly the development of the story for x. We describe each dramatic 
situation in more detail below. 
Lifeline denotes dramatic situations in which an unfavorable intervention is followed 
by a favorable one for x. This intervention will probably give x a chance to improve 
its situation. For example, a Lifeline occurs, if one of the protagonist’s friends helps 
him/her by healing his/her wounds, after the protagonist has been defeated in a violent 
confrontation. 
Rising-Complication describes sequences, in which there is successive unfavorable 
intervention for X. This corresponds to an increasing deterioration of x’s position. People 
are drawn into narratives in which the characters sink deeper into trouble [4], therefore 
these sequences have significant dramatic power. For example, a Rising-Complication 
occurs, when some of the resources acquired by the protagonist are gradually stolen or 
destroyed by other cast members. 
Reversal-of-Fortune denotes a possible change for the worse in x’s predicament, when a 
favorable intervention is followed by an unfavorable intervention against x. Furthermore, 
Reversal-of-Fortune is possible, when a character eceives its first unfavorable intervention 
from another cast member in a scene. This situation corresponds to the introduction of 
dramatic problems for the story characters that generate the conflicts that drive Aristotelian 
plots. 
Irony describes sequences in which a favorable intervention of x for y is followed 
by an unfavorable intervention of y towards x(Zrony-), or vice versa (Irony-l-). Irony 
is a powerful dramatic situation that creates interesting story twists, since it contradicts 
reciprocal interactions. 
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Table 2 
Possible dramatic situationr 
# Associations Dramatic situations 
Evaluation selects the dramatic situation to adopt as the next plot development using the 
following rule: 
User-Centered Dramu: Select a dramatic situation involving the protagonost as the 
next plot development. If there are no such situations, then pick randomly a dramatic 
situation involving some other cast member. 
The justification behind this rule is that the user will be more interested in the plot, if 
s/he is presented with dramatic situations, affecting the character that s/he controls. 
4.2. User actions 
Evaluation allows the user to participate in the story whenever an intervention directed 
at the protagonist materializes in an action attempt. In this case, the user can either conform 
with, or react to this intervention. 
More specifically, in the case of favorable intervention for the protagonist, the user 
can either choose to reward its supporter through positive reciprocation or reject his/her 
intervention. For example, let us assume that character X intervenes favorably and 
proposes an exchange of resources to the user. In this case, the user has the option to either 
accept or reject X’s proposal. The system interprets acceptance as an action attempt that 
materializes a favorable intervention of the user towards X. On the other hand, rejection 
amounts to an action attempt that implements an unfavorable intervention of the user 
against X. Rejection is an action attempt that immediately succeeds. Whenever rejection 
succeeds, the action attempt implementing the favorable intervention rejected by the user 
fails as well. In our example, if the user rejects the offer made by X then rejection will 
succeed while the proposal made by X will fail. 
In the case of unfavorable intervention against the protagonist, s/he can either comply 
with. or retaliate against his/her opponent (e.g., X). The system interprets compliance as an 
action attempt hat implements a favorable intervention towards X. Compliance is an action 
attempt that immediately succeeds. Whenever compliance succeeds, the action attempt 
implementing the unfavorable intervention with which the user has complied succeeds 
as well. For example, if X intervenes unfavorably against the user by seeking to punish 
him/her and the user complies with this intervention then both the compliance and the 
punishment attempt by X will succeed. On the other hand, retaliation amounts to an 
unfavorable intervention against X based on the negative reciprocation rule (see rule (15)). 
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In this case, the system decides on the particular action attempt that the user will seek to 
perform based on the criteria for action selection described in Section 3.5.2. 
Evaluation uses the following rule for deciding whether to adopt either a user action or 
a dramatic situation as the next plot development: 
Interactivity Bias: Possible user participation in the story takes precedence over the 
adoption of dramatic situations selected by the User-Centered Drama rule. 
This rule assumes that user interest in the plot increases, with the number of 
opportunities s/he has to participate in the action. 
4.3. Plot model and selection of narrative developments 
One of the most dominant theories of drama is based on Aristotle’s Poetics [I]. Although 
this theory was presented over two thousand years ago and it was based on a limited number 
of plays as the source of its analysis, the Poetics remains the first and probably the best 
attempt to understand what a play is and how it works [3,4,11]. Evaluation supports an 
Aristotelian plot conception, in which a conflict between antagonistic forces develops out 
of an initial situation. The plot moves from this initial situation towards its antagonistic 
climax through a sequence of conflicts consisting of actions and counter-action attempts 
and then towards an unambiguous solution at the end. Evaluation supports this movement 
through the use of dramatic situations that favor the adoption of interventions (primarily 
unfavorable ones) between cast members. These situations, in conjunction with the User- 
Centered Drama rule, create plot developments consisting of a series of interactions 
between the protagonist and the rest of the cast. 
The evolving plot conforms to the demands of unity and total&. Unity means that the 
drama consists of a single plot sequence, or if there are more than one, that one (“the 
primary plot”) predominates clearly over the others [ 11. Totality means “that everything is 
there that somehow belongs to it” and, in negative terms, “that all elements that are not 
indispensable are omitted” [ 11. Evaluation applies a set of criteria for the selection of plot 
developments that satisfy these Aristotelian principles. 
In particular, Evaluation refers to the character goaI that creates the initial conflict and 
drives the plot to its climax and its subsequent resolution, as the storykne goaE (SG). 
Evaluation selects the current storyline goal from the goal statements of the characters 
in the initial plot conditions. Selection operates as follows: 
User-Centered Engagement: If the current plot structure indicates a series of goals 
for the protagonist, then choose one of these goals as your current storyline goal. 
Otherwise, choose as your storyline goal any of the remaining goals of the other 
characters in this structure. 
The justification behind this rule is that the user is more motivated to participate in a story 
that initially focuses on the goals of the character that s/he enacts. The story ends, when 
Resolution has computed the outcome of all character goals in the initial plot conditions. 
We will say that an intervention I is afiliated with the current storyline goal, if I is 
either motivated by this goal, or it is motivated by a norm-related action affiliated with 
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this goal. A norm-related action is one that serves or opposes a norm. For example, let us 
assume that the storyline goal refers to the protagonist’s goal of worshipping the gods. In 
support of this goal the user tries to perform a sacrifice. If we assume that the performance 
of this sacrifice violates a royal decree that forbids any form of divine worship, then the 
protagonist with this action violates the norm demanding obedience to the king. In this 
case, any cast intervention motivated by the norm for royal obedience will be affiliated 
with the storyline goal. If we assume that s can be either + or -, then affiliation can be 
described symbolically as: 
SC(g) A Intervene(+. x, yq s. g) + A~jfiliated(lntervene(+. x y. s, g), g) (20) 
SG(g) A Inten~ene(-. x. y. s. g) -+ Ajjliuted(fntervene(-, x. y, s. g), g) (21) 
/*All intervention motivated by the current stoyline goal (SG) is ujfiliated with 
the SG. */ 
Violates(a. n) v Serves(u, n) + Nonn-Related-Action(u, n) (22) 
/ *IF an action a violates or setve.s norm 11 THEN a is a norm-related uction with 
respect to n. */ 
AfJiliated(i. g) ~Motivates(i. Tn;(.s. x. a. g)) A 
Norm-Related-Action(a, n) A lntewene(s, y. :, s. n) + 
AfJiliated(Intervene(s. y. L. s, n), g) (23) 
/* IF an intervention i is a@iated with the current SG g AND x executes an action 
attempt a related to g and motivated by i AND a is a norm-related action with 
respect to norm n AND there is a normative inter$erence between characters y and 
z motivated by n THEN the normative interference that is motivated by n is u@ia- 
ted with the current SG. */ 
Once a storyline goal is defined, Evaluation maintains plot unity by adopting develop- 
ments affiliated with the current storyline goal, until this goal is resolved (i.e., its success 
or failure is determined). This rule is expressed as: 
Unity oj’Plot: Accept as plot developments only character intervention ufj’iliated with 
the current storyline goal. 
In order to maintain parsimony during story development, Evaluation applies the 
following rule: 
Parsimony ofPlot: Limit the conflict between two characters over a goal related with 
the storyline goal, to only K pair of action and counter-action attempts, where K is 
constant (e.g., K = 1 in the current implementation). 
This rule precludes Evaluation from adopting an infinite sequence of reciprocal 
interactions between a pair of characters over the same goal, because such a sequence could 
jeopardize the coherence of the story and compromise the ability of the user to follow the 
developments. 
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All these rules support a plot conception in which the current storyline goal triggers a 
chain of reactions, for or against this goal, involving an increasing number of characters 
in the current scene. Therefore, Evaluation gradually allows all cast members motivated to 
take part in the action, to do so, thus conforming to the Aristotelian demand for totality. 
Furthermore, Evaluation models the rising movement of the plot towards the climax, as 
an increase in the number of cast members involved with the current storyline goal. The 
plot moves towards its climax that occurs, when all characters that wanted to take part 
in the action have done so, or, equivalently, when Evaluation fails to detect any character 
interaction that satisfies both the Unity of Plot and the Parsimony of Plot criteria. 
5. Resolution 
Resolution refers to the computation of the outcome of actions and counter-actions 
related to the current storyline goal. In accordance with Aristotelian principles, resolution 
occurs when the plot reaches its climax. This is the point in which the conflict peaks, with 
all action attempts active at the same time. In order to achieve maximum tension the Plot 
Manager refrains from resolving any action attempt before this point. 
According to Aristotle, plot resolution should provide an unambiguous solution to the 
story. In our case, this means that it should determine the outcome of all action attempts 
in the climax. Furthermore, plot resolution should be based on an analysis and comparison 
of the character motives, in order to allow the story to raise moral or intellectual issues 
associated with these motives. Finally, plot resolution should sustain the dramatic power 
of the climactic episode by supporting unexpected plot twists that extend the suspense of 
the climax. 
Resolution applies a dynamic, user-centered resolution method that satisfies these 
requirements based on the protagonist behavior in the story. Initially, this method 
determines all character motives in the story that are affected positively or negatively by the 
user actions. Based on the importance of these motives, it decides whether all user actions 
will succeed or fail. The method then resolves the actions of the rest of the cast that conflict 
with the user actions. Subsequently, the algorithm decides on the outcome of the remaining 
actions so as to create an unexpected plot twist before it presents the final resolution for 
the protagonist. The purpose of this twist is to increase user suspense before the end of 
the story, thereby increasing the dramatic power of the final resolution. Finally, the method 
presents the outcome for all character actions, according to their causal relations and the 
need for suspense creation. 
More specifically, Resolution applies the following sequence of steps: 
(1) Determine the motives of all user actions. 
(2) Determine the relative importance of these motives and resolve all user actions 
accordingly. 
(3) Resolve the actions of the rest of the cast. 
(4) Establish presentation constraints. 
We present each one of these steps in more detail below. 
We refer to the motives in both sets as the dominant motives in the plot (DM). Assuming 
that M is the set of all character motives in the story. the symbolic definitions for these sets 
are : 
.s+=(m 1 M E M A Try+. User, u. m)) 
s- = (m IrnE Mr\Tc(-.User,u.m)} (24) 
DM=Si -us-. 
For example, let us assume that the personal goal of the protagonist in a story is to 
acquire a very precious jewel. Consequently the protagonist tries to steal this piece from 
its current owner, thereby violating the norm protecting private property while the owner 
tries to protect his/her possession. In this case, Sf, S-, and DM will have the following 
form: 
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5.1. Step (1) 
Step f 1) examines the motives of all the protagonist actions and constructs two motive 
sets: 
- S+ lists the character goals that will succeed and the norms that will be protected if 
all user actions in the climax succeed. 
- S- lists the character goals that will fail and the norms that will be violated if all user 
actions succeed. 
S+ = (Goal( User. Acyuire( User. Jewel)) ) 
S- = (Norm(Protect-Privute-Proper&)] (25) 
DM = (Go&User, Acquire(User. Jewel)). Norm(Protect-Private-Property)} 
5.2. Step (2) 
At the beginning of this step, Resolution checks for inconsistencies in terms of the 
motives driving user actions. In particular, if the sets S+ and S- have elements in common 
(i.e., S+ f’ S- # ti), then there is at least one motive which the user has supported and 
opposed during the story. In this case, Resolution decides that all user actions will fail, 
since the user has not decided to stand firmly behind his/her ideas during the story. In this 
case, the action attempts of all cast members with conflicting motives fail as well. 
If there is no inconsistency in the user motives, then step (2) decides whether S+ or 
S- will prevail, based on a hierarchy indicating the relative importance of user motives in 
the story. This hierarchy can be provided either by the original developer of the story (i.e., 
the one who created the initial plot conditions). or by the user, before the story begins. 
Furthermore, the comparison of the motive sets with respect to their importance can be 
done in various ways. 
For example, the current implementation of the system contains a hierarchy of 
importance for character motives that is provided by the story developer. Furthermore, this 
hierarchy indicates that all personal character goals occupy the lowest point in it, therefore 
Resolution considers norm-related motives to be more important than the personal goals 
of the cast. In comparing the motive sets, Resolution resolves the plot in favor of the set 
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with the motive that is higher up in its hierarchy. Therefore, in the case of relation (25) 
Resolution decides that S- will prevail, since norm-related motives are more important 
than personal goals in its hierarchy. 
If there is no hierarchy of importance for the character motives, or if there is no conflict 
between them (i.e., S- = 0), then Resolution chooses to provide an upbeat resolution for 
the user, therefore S+ prevails. The justification for this decision is that audiences generally 
prefer happy endings [4]. 
If S+ is deemed to be more important that S- then all user actions in the story succeed, 
otherwise all the actions of the cast that conflict with the user succeed. This prevalence rule 
is symbolically described as: 
Prevails(S+) A Try(s, User, a, m) -+ Succeeds(Try(s, User, a, m)) (26) 
/ ‘IF motive set S-/-prevails AND the user petiorms an action attempt a related to 
some motive m THEN a succeeds. */ 
Prevails(S-) Am E S- A 
Try(-, User, a, m) A Tiy(+, x, b, m) A Con@ct(a, b) -+ 
Succeeds(Try(+, x, b, m)) 
Prevails(S-) A m E S- A 
(274 
Try(+, User, a, m) A T?y(-, x, b, m) A Con$ict(a, b) + 
Succeeds(Try(-, x, b, m)) W’b) 
/ *IF motive set S- prevails AND character x seeks to perform an action b that 
conjlicts with an action a of the user THEN the attempt for b succeeds. */ 
For example, in the case of relation (25) S- prevails, therefore the owner will succeed 
in protecting his/her possession and based on the outcome for conflicting actions (see 
Section 3.6.1) the protagonist will fail to steal the jewel from X. 
5.3. Step (3) 
Step (3) proceeds in two stages. The first stage determines the outcome of character 
actions not resolved during the previous step. More specifically, if S+ prevails according 
to step (2) then Resolution allows all unresolved character actions driven by motives in S- 
to succeed and those driven by motives in S+ to fail. On the other hand, if S- prevails then 
Resolution allows all unresolved character actions driven by motives in S+ to succeed and 
those driven by motives in S- to fail. 
The justification for these decisions derives from the expectation that user suspense in 
the story will increase, when Resolution introduces an unexpected plot twist, just before 
it presents the outcome of the protagonist actions. In particular, if we assume that S+ 
prevails in step (2) then step (3) will ensure that the user will initially watch its allies 
(i.e., characters supporting motives in S+ and reacting against motives in S-) fail and 
its opponents (i.e., characters reacting against motives in S+ and supporting motives in 
S-) succeed in their endeavors. Consequently, the user will expect to be defeated as well, 
only to be pleasantly surprised, when Resolution presents the favorable outcome for the 
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protagonist actions computed in step (2). On the other hand, if we assume that S- prevails 
in step (2), then step (3) ensures that the user will initially watch its allies succeed and 
its opponents fail. Consequently, the user will expect to win, only to become adversely 
surprised when s/he starts failing. In both cases, the dramatic effect of the plot resolution 
will be emphasized. 
The second stage of step (3) determines randomly the outcome of the character actions 
that are not driven by any of the dominant motives. Consequently, Resolution exhibits a 
degree of variability. even when the user has followed the same sequence of actions in 
a scene. This feature is applicable in computer game applications, where the user has to 
go through a sequence of levels repeatedly, before s/he masters the skills that will allow 
him/her to move to more advanced levels. 
5.4. Step (4) 
Step (4) establishes a partial ordering in the presentation of all action outcomes so 
that the causal relations between these actions can be preserved. In particular, Resolution 
always presents the outcome of conflicting actions in pairs in which the presentation of the 
success of one of these actions must be followed by the report of the failure of the other one. 
For example, if Q and B are conflicting actions then according to Section 3.6. I whenever 
one succeeds (e.g., (Y) the other one immediately fails (e.g., /I). In this case, Resolution 
will always present the success of UI first, followed by the failure of B. Symbolically: 
Conjlict(a. B) A Succeeds( Try(.r, .v. U. g)) + u > fi (281 
/ *IF actions a and j3 conflict AND the uttempt tor a succeeds THEN present the 
outcome of a Lwfore the one,fi,r fiu. */ 
This rule favors a sequence, in which the success of an action (e.g., a) is presented first, 
to explain the failure of all other actions that oppose the motives of a. In this case, the 
user realizes why the actions that fail, do so, thereby increasing the believability of plot 
resolution. 
Furthermore, this step schedules the presentation of the outcome of action attempts 
resolved during the first stage of step (3) before the ones resolved during steps (1) 
and (2). The justification behind this decision is that such an ordering can support the 
presentation of the plot twist described in step (3) that seeks to surprise the user during 
plot resolution. Furthermore, by pushing the resolution of the protagonist actions at the 
end of the presentation, the system expects to increase user suspense. This is the case, 
because the user is not aware of the fate of its endeavors until the last possible moment. 
6. An example 
This section describes how a set of initial plot conditions fed to the Plot Manager results 
in the creation of three possible ISS plots. The variations in these plots stem from the 
different paths the story can follow at each of the branch points that involve user choice. 
Furthermore, this section describes the presentation methodology and the results of user 
trials of a desktop VR interpretation for one of these ISS plots. These trials sought to 
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devise presentation guidelines for the plots generated by the system. Appendix A provides 
more examples of ISS plots created by the system. 
6.1. Initial plot conditions and plot development 
The story in this example is set in the ancient Greek town of Corinthos. The goal of the 
user character in the story is to worship Poseidon in Corinthos. The other cast members 
along with their roles and interrelationships in the story are: 
(1) Eumeneas, the king of Corinthos and an enemy of the protagonist (i.e., Rel(-, 
Eumeneas, User)); 
(2) Anacleoussa, the priestess of Poseidon in Corinthos; 
(3) Dikosthenis, the judge of Corinthos. 
In the following, we assume that: 
A = Anacleoussa, E = Eumeneas, D = Dikosthenis, U = User, 
P = Poseidon, G = Goal(User, Worship(User, Poseidon)). 
The initial conditions for the plot are described by the predicate sequence shown in 
Table 3. The motivations for the characters in Table 3 denote that User seeks to worship 
Poseidon. Furthermore, Eumeneas is an enemy of User. 
Based on the storyline goal G in Table 3, Evaluation presents to User a sacrifice action 
for achieving this goal. Symbolically we have (see (1)): 
G + Try(+, U, Sucrijce(U, P), G) 
Furthermore, both a worship goal and a sacrifice action serve the norm protecting divine 
worship. Consequently, Generation indicates that User acts to serve this norm (see (12)). If 
we assume that DW denotes the norm protecting divine worship, then we have according 
to (12) that relation (29) holds: 
GA Sewes(G, DW) A Try(+, U, .Sucrr$ce(U, P), G) A 
Serves(Sacrz&ze(U, P), DW) -+ 
Try(+, U, Sacr$ce(U, P), DW) 
Table 3 
Initial plot conditions 
(Priestess A P) 
(King E C) 
(Judge D C) 
(user U) 
(StoryGoal U (Worship U P)) 
(Rel - N E) 
(29) 
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Because User and Eumeneas are enemies, Eumeneas examines the currently active goals 
of the protagonist and decides to intervene against its goal for worshipping the gods. This 
is described as (see (6)): 
Rel(-. U. E) A G + Intervenr(-, U, E. -, G) 
At this point, Evaluation detects a Reversal-ofFortune situation for the protagonist, 
because this is the first unfavorable intervention against the user in this scene. Based on the 
User-Centered Drama rule Evaluation selects this intervention as the next plot development 
and Generation resumes with Eumeneas activating an action attempt for blocking the user. 
Because Eumeneas plays the king role, a possible reaction on his part is to forbid the 
execution of actions, associated with goals he wants to impede. Based on (3b) we get: 4 
Intervene - (U. E. -, G) + Try(-. E. Forhid(E, Sucri$ce(U, P)), G) 
Furthermore, rule (16b) asserts that the sacrihce and the forbidding actions conflict with 
each other. 
At this point, Evaluation detects possible user involvement in the plot, because the action 
of the king implements an unfavorable intervention against the protagonist. Furthermore, 
this royal order opposes the religious norm protecting divine worship. Anacleoussu notices 
this violation and intervenes against Eumeneas seeking to protect the norm. Symbolically, 
we have that (see (7)): 
Relevunt(A. DW) A Tv( -. E, Forbid(E. Sucr$ce(U, P)), G) A 
Violutes(Forbid(E. Sucrz$cr(U, P)). DW) + 
Intervene(-, E. A. t. DW) 
This intervention by the priestess corresponds to a Reversul-of-Fortune dramatic 
situation for Eumeneus, because this is the first unfavorable intervention directed 
against him. Evaluation applies the Interactivity Bias rule to select between these two 
developments and adopts the user intervention. Consequently, the user is presented with 
a choice of either complying with, or reacting against the king. 
If User decides to comply with Eumeneus, then Eumeneas succeeds in forbidding the 
sacrifice. causing the sacrifice attempt of the protagonist to fail as conflicting with the 
forbidding attempt (see rule ( 19)). In this case, all character actions are resolved, therefore 
all goals in the initial plot conditions are resolved and the story ends with User failing 
to reach its goal. On the other hand, if User decides to retaliate, then one of possible 
reactions can be to confront Eumeneas directly. Let us assume that User decides to confront 
Eumeneas. Symbolically (see (2b)): 
lntervene(--, E. U. +. G) + Try(+, U, Co@vnt(U. E), G) 
Rule (16a) suggests that the confrontation action conflicts with the forbidding action of the 
king. 
At this point, the situation becomes more complicated, because confronting the king 
violates the law demanding obedience to the royal power. Dikosthenis notices this behavior 
4 For simplicity we omit the Motivates predicate m the instantiation of the right hand side symbols of rules 
(2a)-(2b) and (3a)-(3b) in this example. 
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and decides to intervene against User. The judge’s intervention introduces a Rising- 
Complication situation for User (see Table 2, row 2), because if we assume that OK denotes 
the norm demanding obedience to the king then the following association between these 
cast interactions holds: 
Zntervene(--, U, E, -, G) > Zntervene(-, U, D, +, OK) 
Furthermore, Plot Generation computes again the intervention of the priestess described 
above. However, this time, this intervention corresponds to a Rising-Complication(E) 
situation for the king, because User has already intervened against Eumeneas in the 
past. Evaluation applies the User-Centered Drama rule to select between these two 
developments and adopts the Rising-Complication situation that involves User. Story 
weaving proceeds with Dikosthenis deciding to execute an action attempt against the 
protagonist for materializing his intervention. Let us assume, that Dikosthenis tries to 
punish the user (e.g., by flogging), i.e.: 
Zntewene(--, U, D, +, OK) -+ Try(+, D, Punish(D, U), OK) 
According to rule (16a), the punishment action conflicts with the attempt of the user to 
confront the king. 
Based on these developments, Generation computes two possible continuations of the 
plot. Either allow User to respond to the intervention of the judge, or let Anacleoussa 
intervene in the way described in the Rising-Complication(E) situation above. Evaluation 
applies the Interactivity Bias and selects the protagonist’s intervention against Dikosthenis 
as the next plot development. Consequently, the protagonist is offered the chance to either 
comply with, or react against what the judge wants him/her to do. 
If User chooses to comply then the judge will succeed in punishing him. Consequently, 
rule (18) will determine that the user will fail to confront the king since this action 
conflicts with the attempt of the judge to punish the user. According to the physics of 
the confrontation action, its failure causes all its conflicting actions to succeed. Therefore, 
the king will succeed in forbidding the sacrifice, the user will fail to sacrifice to Poseidon 
and the story will end with the user failing to reach the storyline goal. 
On the other hand, if User decides to react against Dikosthenis then the system suggests 
that User should try to hide from the law enforcer, i.e.: 
Zntervenef--, D, U, -, OK) + Try(---, U, Hide(U, D), OK) 
According to rule (16b), the attempt of the user to hide conflicts with the punishment action 
initiated by the judge. 
At this point Generation generates only the Rising-Complication(E) situation described 
above, therefore Evaluation adopts this situation as the next plot development. A new 
episode starts with Anacleoussa selecting an action against Eumeneas to preserve the right 
to worship the gods. Because Anacleoussa plays the priest role, an appropriate reaction is 
to ask his employer (i.e., Poseidon) for support. Symbolically: 
Zntervene(--, E, A, +, DW) -+ Try(-t, A,AskForHelp(P, A), DW) 
Eumeneas notices Anaceloussa’s intervention and decides to reciprocate based on the 
negative reciprocation rule. This is described as (see (15)): 
Zntervene(--, E, A, +, DW) + Zntervene(--, A, E, -, DW) 
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This development corresponds to a Reversal-of-Fortune for Anacleoussa, because it 
is the first unfavorable intervention against her in this scene. Evaluation adopts this 
development and story weaving proceeds with Eumeneas seeking to send Anacleoussa 
in exile, in order to silence her reaction. Therefore: 
Intervene(--. A, E. -. DW) -+ Try-, E, Exile(E. A), DW) 
The attempt of the king to send Anacleoussa into exile conflicts with Anaceloussa ‘s request 
for help from Poseidon (see rule (16b)). 
The Parsimony of Plot rule does not allow Generation to compute any more cast 
interactions related to the current storyline goal. As a result, Evaluation concludes that 
the climax has been reached and Resolution starts. Table 4 describes the unresolved action 
attempts in the climax in chronological order of appearance in the story. 
The story so far can be summarized by hand as follows: 
“The protagonist enters Corinthos cmd seeks to worship Poseidon. For this reason s/he 
decides to petjorm a sacri$ce to Poseidon. Eumeneas, the king, is an enemy of the user 
therefore he seeks to block the user,from sacrificing to the gods. Eumeneas decides to 
forbid the protagonist to perform this sacrt$ce The protugonist reucts and seeks to confront 
Eumeneas. This behavior viol&es the luw that demunds obedience to the royal orders. As 
a result, Dikosthenis, the judge, seeks to punish the protagonist. In reaction to Dikosthenis 
the user tries to hide. Anacleoussa, the priestess, notices that when Eumeneas forbids the 
user from worshipping Poseidon he opposes the religious law that allows the mortals to 
freely worship the gods. As ct result, Anacleoussa seeks the help of Poseidon to stop the 
king. In reaction, the king seeks to send the priest into exile”, 
At this point, the system applies step ( 1) of Resolution and detects the following user 
actions and their motives in the story: 
Tty(+. U. SncriJice(U. P). G) (A) 
Try(+. U, Sacr$ce(U. P), DW) (A’) 
Tr?/(+, U. Confronr(U, E), G) (B) 
Tr?(-. U, Hide(U. D), OK) 
Table 3 
Unresolved action attempts in the climactic episode 
# Unresolved action attempts 
1 Try+. u. Stm@ice(U. P).ci) f” Thr aser fries to .mcrifice for Poseidon. *I 
2 Tty-. E. Forbid(E. Sucr$ce(U. P)). G) I* Eumenru.s eeks tr),forbid the user 10 .sacrijicr to Poseidon. *I 
3 Ty(+. U. Confronr(U, E). G) I+ The user tries to c’mfront Eumeneus. *I 
4 Tg(+. D. Punish(D, U), OK) I* Dikosthenis seeks to punish the user. *I 
5 Trv(-. U. Hide(U, D), OK) /” The u.wr attempts to hide from Dikathmis. “$1 
6 Try(+. A. AskForHeip(P. A). DW) /* Anucleoussu usksjiir Poseidon’s help, “1 
7 Ty-. E. Exile(E, A). DW) I” Eumr~~as rrttempts to send Anacleoussu to exile, *I 
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where (A’) is derived from (A), as rule (29) indicates. Based on these user actions, 
Resolution creates the following motive sets: 
S+ = (G, DWJ, S- = {OK}, DM = (G, DW, OK] 
S+ and S- have no common elements (i.e., St II S- = 0), therefore step (2) of Resolution 
uses its importance hierarchy of motives to determine which set will prevail. This hierarchy 
indicates that freedom of religious expression is more important than obedience to the king, 
while the personal goal of the protagonist is less important than either of the remaining user 
motives. Consequently, Resolution decides that S+ will prevail. This decision allows all 
user actions to succeed. therefore we have: 
Succeeds(Tq(+, U, Sacrifice(U, P), G)) 
Succeeds(Try(+, U, SacriJice(U, P), DW)) 
Succeeds(Try(+, U, Confrant(U, E), G)) 
Succeeds(Try(-, U, Hide&J, D), OK)) 
Resolution now computes the outcome of all actions that conflict with the ones listed 
above. As a result we get (see rules (18) and (19)): 
Succeeds(Try(+, U, Confront(LJ, E), G)) A 
Try(-, E, Forbid(E, Sucr$ce(U, P)), G) A 
Cun&t(Confront(U, E), Firbid(E, Sacrifice(U, P))) + 
Fails(Try(-, E, Firbid(E, Sacri$ce(U, P)), G)) 
/ *Eumeneas fails to forbid the user from pelforming the sacr$ce because the user 
successfully confronts him. */ 
Succeeds(Try(-, U, Hide(U, D), OK)) A Try(+, D, Punish(D, U), OK) A 
ConJIict(Hide(U, D), Punish(D. U)) + 
FaiZs(Try(+, D, Punish(D, U), OK)) 
/ ‘Dikosthenis fails to punish the user because the protagonist successfully hides 
from the judge. */ 
At this point, the only unresolved actions describe Anacleoussa’s request for help from 
Poseidon and Eumenea’s attempt to send Anacleoussa into exile (Table 4, rows 6 and 7). 
The second stage of step (3) notices that these actions are driven by a norm-related motive 
in S+. Because Sf prevails, Resolution decides that Eumeneas will succeed in sending 
Anacleoussa into exile, consequently (see rule (19)) Anacleoussa will fail to summon 
Poseidon’s help. With this decision the resolution method determines the outcome of all 
the actions in this scene and step (4) of the algorithm is activated to compute presentation 
constraints for the action outcomes. 
Step (4) applies rule (28) to come up with the following constraints that should be 
followed during the presentation of the outcome of conflicting actions: 
(1) Hide(U, D) >> Punish(D, U) (i.e., the presentation of the failure of the punishment 
attempt should follow the outcome of the hiding action). 
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(2) Confront(U, E) > Forbid(E. Sucrz&#J, P)) (i.e., the presentation of the failure of 
the forbidding attempt should follow the outcome of the confrontation action). 
(3) S’acrifce(U. P) > Firbid(E, &zcr$ce(U, P)) (i.e., the presentation of the outcome 
of the forbidding attempt should follow the outcome of the sacrifice action). 
(4) .!?xile(E, A) > Help(P, A) (i.e., the presentation of the failure of the forbidding 
attempt should follow the outcome of the sacrifice action). 
Furthermore, step (4) decides that the outcome of the conflict between the king and the 
priestess (see Table 4, rows 6 and 7) should be presented before the outcome of the rest of 
the action attempts to increase user suspense. 
6.2. Plot interpretution 
In order to devise a set of design guidelines for the presentation of the plots generated 
by the system an interactive story system was designed and implemented based on the plot 
described in Section 6.1. The demo runs as a Java applet. 5 User feedback was provided by 
filling out the survey that accompanied the demo. To this day, the system has been tested 
on the Web by a total of twenty people. Thirteen of them used the system remotely, while 
the rest participated in user trials at the University of Piraeus. 
6.2.1. Plot interpret&on methodology 
Fig. 2 depicts the user interface layout used for plot interpretation. The upper part of the 
layout consists of two windows, shown as Map and 3-D Scene in the figure, which display 
the 2-D and 3-D interpretations of the story space, respectively. The 2-D interpretation 
serves as a map that describes the current position and orientation of the user and the 
location of the various objects of the set. The 3-D interpretation uses a VRML browser 
that runs inside this window and always shows what the player is seeing in story space. 
Below these windows there is a set of four buttons denoted as Control in Fig. 2. These 
buttons correspond to the four possible directions (ahead, backwards, left and right) in 
which the user can move in 3-D space. Alternatively, the user can use the arrow keys 
in the keyboard to navigate in any of these directions. At the bottom of the interface 
layout there is a text area, shown as Messages in Fig. 2, which displays text messages 
related to the story performance. The system displays text messages that announce or 
report the outcome of each action attempt and the possible user actions at each point in 
the story using separate pop-up windows. During story performance the appearance of text 
is accompanied by the execution of appropriate audio effects that seek to emphasize its 
dramatic significance. 
Plot presentation consists of an interpretation for each action attempt using the following 
step sequence: 
(1) Announce the performance of an action attempt. This is done with the display of 
text messages that inform the user on the performance of the attempt along with 
the execution of audio clips that seek to emphasize its dramatic significance for the 
user. 
’ http://www.dsclab.ece.ntua.gr/-defacto/demo/DefactoDemo.htm 
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(2) Present the visual interpretation strategy for the action attempt. The visual 
interpretation consists of the assignment of appropriate behaviors to the characters 
and objects in the 3-D scene. 
(3) Report on the outcome of the action attempt. The presentation method for this step is 
similar to the one used in the first step and consists of the display of appropriate text 
messages and audio clips that inform the user on the action outcome and emphasize 
its dramatic significance. 
The audio clips used are retrieved from a library of aural effects used by the system. The 
generation of text messages is performed with the instantiation of stored text clips for each 
action with the names of the characters involved. 
Based on the methodology described above the presentation for the example plot 
consists of the following sequence: 
Start. The user enters the 3-D world. 
Describe background. The background of the story is described to the user with a 
message window. The text is accompanied by the execution of an introductory audio clip. 
Announce Sucri$ce attempt. The user is informed that s/he has to execute a sacrifice to 
worship Poseidon. S/he is prompted to go to the temple of the god in order to perform the 
sacrifice. 
Present the visual interpretation jbr the Sacri$ce attempt. The system starts a thread 
checking whether the user is within a certain distance from the temple. If this is the case 
the user is prompted with a text window informing him that s/he has found the temple and 
the thread terminates. 
Announceforbid attempt. A pop-up window informs the user that the king forbids him to 
perform a sacrifice. This introduces a Reversal-of-Fortune situation for the user, therefore 
an ominous audio clip accompanies the display of this message. 
Branch. A pop-up window prompts the user to choose whether to confront or comply 
with the wishes of the king. We assume that the user chooses to confront the king. 
Present the visual interpretation for the Confront attempt. The user is informed that in 
order to confront the king he has to overcome a guard and enter the king’s palace. An 
ominous audio clip accompanies this message. The system introduces a new character 
(the palace guard) in the story space who guards the palace entrance. Whenever the user 
is within a certain distance from this entrance the guard pushes him/her back violently. 
However, if the user is quick enough s/he can enter the palace before the guard catches up 
with him. If this happens the palace door will open and the king will bow in defeat. In this 
case the user will be prompted to go to the temple and perform the sacrifice. As soon as s/he 
gets into the temple a message indicating that s/he has succeeded in worshipping the god 
will appear and the story will end. The visual interpretation for the Confront attempt lasts 
for at least 20 user moves assuming that the user does not manage to overcome the guard 
during this period. During this time the system presents no other action to the user. The 
guard pushes back the user 5 times before he is defeated. This happens because the plot 
indicates that the user should succeed in confronting the king. The report of this outcome 
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is performed with a text message accompanied by a joyful audio clip since it has positive 
implications for the user. 
Announce Punishment attempt. The user is informed that the judge wants to punish him. 
An appropriate audio clip accompanies this Reversal-of-Fortune situation. 
Present the visual interpretation for the Punishment attempt. The user is informed that 
the judge sends out one of his men to arrest him therefore s/he has to be careful. The system 
introduces another new character (the pursuer) in the story space who goes after the user. 
If the pursuer catches up with him them a violent confrontation starts and the pursuer is 
defeated. This happens because the plot indicates that the punishment attempt should fail. 
The report of this outcome is performed with a text message accompanied by a joyful audio 
clip since it has positive implications for the user. 
Branch. A pop-up window prompts the user to choose whether to hide from or obey the 
judge. We assume that the user chooses to hide from the judge. 
Announce AskForHeZp attempt. The user is informed that the priestess asks for 
Poseidon’s help to punish the king. 
Announce exile attempt. The user is informed that the king tries to send the priestess into 
exile. 
Present the AskForHelp outcome. Since this action does not involve the user it has no 
visual interpretation. The user is informed that Poseidon refuses to help his priestess. 
Present the exile outcome. Similarly, the user is informed that the priestess is send into 
exile. 
During performance there can be more than one interpretations of action attempts 
running at the same time. For example, the punishment and the confront attempts may 
run concurrently. The interpretation of each action attempt terminates either when its 
termination conditions are fulfilled or when the outcome for a conflicting action is 
presented. 
6.2.2. Trial procedure and results 
The users had access to the demo once they entered the DEFACTO site on the Web. 
An introductory screen informed them on the purposes of the demo and allowed them 
to either visit a page with instructions on how to play in the ISS, or start the story and 
fill out the evaluation form. After interacting with the system the users were asked to rate 
their expertise in a number of areas (Adventure/Arcade Games, 3-D Interfaces, Multimedia 
Applications, Computational narrative environments, Storytelling, Ancient Greek History) 
and then they were prompted to answer the set of questions shown in Table 5. In the rest 
of this section we present and discuss the results of this survey. 
Overall the users agreed that the system did a good job in describing the goals of both 
the player and the other cast members. The complaints that were raised focused on the 
existence of many character names in the story and on the lack of a clear backstory that 
would have helped the users understand more the roles played by the characters. However, 
users found the player goals interesting and important. 
Table 5 
Evaluation survey 
Plot 
A. Are player goal\ 
I. clear’? yes/no If not why’? 2. important? yes/no If not why? 3. interesting yea/no If not why’? 
B. Are player actions 
I. relevant’? yes/no If not why’? 2. sufticientl yes/no If not why? 
C. Do the other cast members exhibit 
I. clear goals? Yes/no If not why’? 2. clear actions? yes/no If not why? 
3. clear reasoning? yes/no If not why? 4. consistent behavior? Yes/no If not why’? 
Presentation 
D. Is all information that is necessary to participate in the story available? Yes/no If no what do you think is 
missing’? 
E. Is all Information that you would like to have available? Yes/no If no what is missing? 
F. Do you find the 2-D map 
I. relevant‘? yes/no If not why? 2. useful? yeh/no If not why’! 
G. Do you find the 3-D world 
I. believable? Yes/no If not why? 2. aesthetic? yes/no If not why? 3. easy to navigate? yes/no If not why’? 
H. Do the other cast members exhibit consistency between nnage and behavior? yes/no If not why’? 
1. Do you find the other cast members aesthetic’? yes/no If not why? 
.I. Are text message\ 
I. informative yes/no If not why’! 2. clear yes/no If not why’! 3. too long? yes/no 
K. Are the sound effects used 
I. useful’? yes/no If not why? 2. consistent? yes/no If not why’! 3. pleasant’? yes/no If not why’? 
L. Do you Iind the visual interpretation of the story plot 
1. sufticient? Yes/no If not why’? 2. easy-to-grasp’! yes/no If not why‘! 
M. Do you find the screen layout well-organized? yes/no If not why‘? 
Overall impression 
N. Do you find this interactive story system 
I. original? Yes/no If not why‘? 2. entertaining? yes/no If not why‘? 3. interesting? yes/no If not why? 
4. meaningfully interactive‘? Yes/no If not why? 5. aesthetically pleasing? yes/no If not why? 
6. easy to use‘? Yes/no If not why? 
0. Please add any more comments you have: 
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In terms of the actions available to the player, the majority of the users complained that 
the story protagonist did not have a rich repertoire of actions in 3-D space to support the 
interpretation of his/her action attempts. In particular, some users complained that there 
was no convincing way to fight with the opponents of the protagonist. The users agreed 
that the behavior of the rest of the cast was clear and consistent. 
Users were divided on the types of information they thought were necessary and 
unavailable. Some found that the description of events was too simple and a better writing 
style was needed in their description, while others thought that the list of possible actions 
that the user could perform in the story space should have been provided from the 
beginning. In terms of the information that the users would like to have available, most 
of them agreed that the system should have provided them with more information on the 
story era. 
All of the users found the 2-D map relevant and and useful. However, most of the users 
found that the 3-D world lacked believability and that the navigational interface had to be 
improved since it did not allow true 360” movement. Thus, although the users were overall 
happy with the screen layout, the text messages and the sound effects, they thought that the 
visual interpretation of the plot needed improvement in terms of its sufficiency and ease of 
use. 
In terms of their overall impression the users thought that the system was original, 
entertaining and interesting. Most of them thought that its interactivity could be improved 
with a richer repertoire of actions of the player in 3-D space. Finally, there was a broad 
consensus that the system could be made easier to use with a smoother navigational 
interface. 
6.2.3. Plot interpretation guidelines 
The analysis of the user feedback suggested that the following design guidelines should 
be followed during the presentation of the ISS plots generated by the Plot Manager: 
(1) Offer a rich action repertoire to the players that is consistent with the events 
described in the story plot. The execution of each user action must have observable 
effects in the 3-D environment or in the behavior of the rest of the cast. 
(2) Inform the player from the start on the types of actions s/he can perform in the story. 
This will allow the user to promptly adjust its expectations from the system to a 
level which corresponds to the capabilities of the story system. 
(3) Offer to the player smooth navigation capabilities (such as degree-by degree turning) 
that allow him/her to orient more effectively in 3-D space. 
(4) Describe in sufficient detail the era in which your story takes place. This will aid 
the user in understanding the motives and consequences of his/her actions and the 
behavior of the rest of the cast. 
7. Related work 
The main ideas used during Generation were first presented in PEGASUS a system that 
generated ISS plots based on goal and normative interventions between cast members with 
specified roles [14]. Furthermore, models for plot resolution based on character motives 
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were introduced in [20]. This paper describes in detail the implementation of these ideas 
and presents a set of design guidelines for the interpretation of the resulting plots. 
There has been an enormous amount of work on plot analysis for the performing arts 
(e.g., [ 1,3,4,1 I]). Our research has been primarily influenced by the Aristotelian theory of 
drama. which, even today, is considered one of the most influential works in understanding 
dramatic structure and writing theater, movie or TV plots [3,4,11]. 
There has been significant research in AI for the creation of interfaces that feature 
believable interactive characters (see [8] for an overview). This work has concentrated 
mainly on portraying the emotional state of these characters, on supporting full-body 
interactive video environments, or on developing directed improvisation paradigms in 
which computer characters improvise a joint course of behavior following users’ directions 
[8,9,13]. In addition, AI researchers in this field have conducted live experiments designed 
to understand how to create interactive drama [ 121. In these experiments human actors 
simulated a computer system for interactive drama. Furthermore, part of the user interface 
research community has investigated the relation between user interface design and theater. 
This work has resulted in the creation of interface agents, that dramatize user interaction 
with computer resources [ 151. Our work complements all this research, focusing on the 
interweaving of character motives in interactive plots. Furthermore, this research addresses 
computational issues not raised by any of the previous approaches, such as dynamic 
resolution techniques for interactive drama. 
Plot generation has been investigated in TALE-SPIN [ lo]. This system provides a simple 
model for story generation that focuses on describing the problem-solving behavior of 
story characters in pursuit of various goals. This conception focuses on the activation and 
description of stereotypical planning behavior for the characters and does not take into 
account dramatic elements, such as the dramatic situation models described above, in either 
developing or resolving the plot. Furthermore, the user in TALE-SPIN does not participate 
in the story as one of the characters. Instead s/he has a directing role resolving all plot 
developments. We propose a different conception in which the story impetus is provided 
by dramatically meaningful conflicts between story characters based on an Aristotelian plot 
conception. Furthermore, our approach supports a more direct form of user participation in 
the story as one of the cast members. Finally, our approach enables the computer to decide 
dynamically on plot developments and their subsequent resolution, based on the dramatic 
import of the cast interactions, the higher-level motives of the cast and the dramatic power 
of the story ending. 
Recently, there has been significant interest in the development of interactive story 
systems [ 181. Current interactive story systems can be classified into two categories: 
(i) story graphs (e.g., hypertext story applications [19]) and (ii) simulated worlds (e.g., 
Doom). In a story graph the user follows links between predefined episodes. In a simulated 
world, the user interacts with computer-simulated characters in a virtual environment. 
Unfortunately, story graphs are only minimally interactive, while, in the majority of cases, 
the interaction with a simulated world does not have a coherent story structure. Our 
framework provides plot control and interaction techniques able to reconcile the interactive 
nature of these systems with a dynamic and engaging narrative structure. 
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8. Conclusions 
We present a computational framework for dynamic generation, management and 
resolution of interactive plots. This environment maintains a balance between interactivity 
and plot control, by allowing the user to manipulate the behavior of the story protagonist, 
while using principles from dramatic theory to control dynamically the development and 
resolution of the plot. The results of this research can be used for dynamic plot generation 
and control in interactive stories or games, for the development of intelligent plot assistants, 
or for interactive renditions of great narrative works. The system has been implemented as 
a Java applet and can be demonstrated on the Web. 
Further work in this area includes the development of dynamic multimedia presentation 
techniques that will be integrated with our plot generation and management environment. 
We have started developing some of these directing techniques in the case of fixed plot 
stories [2], and we plan to extend them for the dynamic case as well. Furthermore, we 
are developing more complex models for cast interaction and dramatic situations, based 
on the work in [6,7,16]. In addition, we are experimenting with nonlinear plot generation 
and management echniques that cycle, contrast or repeat multiple storylines [3]. Finally, 
we are investigating the use of this framework in educational environments as a didactic 
storytelling tool. To this end, we are developing hierarchies of motives that correspond to 
major value systems (e.g., christianism, islamism, judaism, socialism) in order to allow 
students to compare the effects that these systems have on the development and resolution 
of interactive stories in which they participate. 
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Appendix A 
The following section describes two more sets of initial conditions accepted as input 
by the Plot Manager and the ISS plots produced by the system based on this input. As 
in the example in Section 6.1 the variations in these plots stem from the different paths 
that the story can follow at each of the branch points involving user choice. The English 
interpretation of these plots is described below. 
A. 1. Initial conditions (K-l) 
The first set of initial conditions generate a love story in which the user is faced with 
the dilemma on whether or not to interfere in a pre-existing love relationship that does 
not involve him/her. The conditions specify that the user character N needs to acquire a 
resource S from another cast member E. In addition, we know that E likes the user. On the 
other hand, E seeks to marry his son/daughter A with someone he likes. In the story there 
is another character D that seeks to marry A as well. In addition, A likes D. Unfortunately 
D is not in good terms with E. Symbolically these initial conditions are described as: 
(Sto~Goal N (Acquire N S)) 
(Goal D (Maria D A)) 
(Goat E (Mur~_A)) 
(Hus E S) 
(Rel + N E) 
(Rel - ED) 
(Rel + D A) 
Based on these conditions the system produced three possible plots. 
A.l.1. Plot 1-A 
Plot Generation and Dramatic Analysis result in the following character interactions: 
“The user asks E for resource S. Because E likes the protagonist he proposes to him 
to marry A in exchange. The user accepts this proposal. Because D wants to marry 
A s/he decides to confront the protagonist. The protagonist reacts and decides to 
confront D as well. A likes D. therefore s/he decides to defend D against the user”. 
The system detects that there are four motives in the story; the goal of the user to acquire 
S, the desire of E to marry A with someone, the desire of the user to marry A and the goal 
of D to marry A as well. All these motives are personal goals of the cast members. In this 
case the user motives are considered superior. therefore all the action attempts by the user 
will succeed. In this case, plot resolution decides that the user will succeed in confronting 
D, consequently D will fail in his confrontation. As a result A will fail to defend D as well. 
The user will succeed in marrying A and acquiring S. 
A different resolution could be reached with a different hierarchy of character motives. 
In particular, the user could fail in breaking the affair between D and A if his/her action of 
confronting D was seen as violating norms of intimacy and these norms were considered 
to be superior from the personal goals of the protagonist. 
A.1.2. Plot 1-B 
Plot Generation and Dramatic Analysis produce the following character interactions: 
“The user asks E for resource S. Because E likes the protagonist he proposes to 
him/her to marry A in exchange. The user accepts this proposal. Because D wants to 
marry A s/he decides to confront the protagonist. The protagonist is not willing to 
confront D”. 
In this case the system detects that the user behavior is inconsistent because at the same 
time s/he tries to marry A,while at the same time s/he succumbs to D, therefore allowing 
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him to marry A. Therefore the system decides that D will succeed in confronting the user 
and marrying A, while the protagonist will fail in his efforts to marry A and acquire S. 
A.1.3. Plot 1-C 
Plot Generation and Dramatic Analysis result in the following character interactions: 
“The user asks E for resource S. Because E likes the protagonist he proposes to him 
to marry A in exchange. The user rejects the offer by E”. 
Since the user rejects E’s offer s/he will not be able to acquire S. The parsimony of plot 
criterion precludes additional interactions between the protagonist and E with the same 
motives and the story ends. 
A.2. Initial conditions (K-2) 
This set of initial conditions generate a story of escalating conflict between the user and 
some other character in the story. However, both the motives of both the user and his/her 
opponent are dubious and/or conflicting. This example generates a plot structure that can 
be similar to the high level plot structures found in “noir” films. 
According to this set the user character N needs to acquire a resource S from 
another cast member E. E is in good terms with the user. On the other hand, E wants 
someone to kill A, one of his opponents. In the story there is some other character D 
that the user likes. Furthermore, we know that D belongs to the user (D can be the 
user’s child/husband/wife/lover etc). Symbolically these conditions are described by the 
following sequence of predicates: 
(StoryGoal N (Acquire N S)) 
(Goal E (Kill-A)) 
(Has E S) 
(Has N D) 
(Rel + N E) 
(Rel + D N) 
Based on these conditions the system generates two possible plots. As in the previous 
cases, the variations in these plots stem from the different paths that the story can follow at 
each of the branch points that involve user choice. The English interpretation of these plots 
is described below. 
A.2.1. Plot 2-A 
Plot Generation and Dramatic Analysis produce the following character interactions: 
“The user asks E for resource S. Because E is in good terms with the protagonist he 
proposes to him to kill A in exchange. The user accepts this proposal and tries to kill 
A. To protect himself A kidnaps D. In defense D attempts to run away and hide from 
A. The protagonist tries to save D’s life”. 
During resolution the system notes that the user tries to serve his personal goals and 
violates the norm respecting human life. Therefore, all user actions will fail in the story and 
the user will not be able to kill A, save D or acquire S. As a result, E will fail to get rid of A 
as well. In addition A is not consistent in his behavior against the norm respecting human 
life since s/he tries to save his/her life from the user while at the same time threatening D’s 
life. Therefore A will fail to kidnap D. Consequently, D will succeed in hiding from A. 
A.2.2. Plot 2-B 
Plot Generation and Dramatic Analysis produce the following character interactions: 
“The user asks E for resource S. Because E is in good terms with the protagonist he 
proposes to him to kill A in exchange. The user rejects this proposal”. 
Since the user rejects E’s offer he will not be able to acquire S. The parsimony of plot 
criterion precludes additional interactions between the protagonist and E with the same 
motives and the story ends. 
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